
ODOT Ribbon Workflows in CONNECT 
 

Ribbon Workflows are selected from the upper-left pull down list in both MicroStation CONNECT and 

OpenRoads Designer.  Some ribbon workflows are contextual by dimensionality; Modeling and 

Visualization only appear in 3D models/files. 

 

Task Navigation 
Ribbon workflows function slightly differently between MicroStation CONNECT and OpenRoads 

Designer.  One of the biggest differences is in the Task Navigation ribbon workflow, which appears only 

in MicroStation CONNECT and does not appear at all in OpenRoads Designer v10.08.01.33.  In later 

versions of OpenRoads Designer, the Task Navigation ribbon workflow does appear. 

When the Task Navigation ribbon workflow is selected, the Main Tasks groups from the left side of 

MicroStation V8i SS4 appear horizontally on a Drawing tab in MicroStation CONNECT.  If you are looking 

for an easier transition to using the new tools in MicroStation CONNECT, the Task Navigation might help 

you out. 

The picture below shows a transition map from the V8i Main Tasks to the MicroStation CONNECT Task 

Navigation. The black, angled arrows show the new location of the V8i task groups on the CONNECT 

ribbon workflow. 

  



 

 

ODOT Discipline Ribbon Workflows 
The ODOT Tasks from V8i do not appear on the Task Navigation in MicroStation CONNECT.  The ODOT 

Tasks (disciplines) were migrated to ODOT Discipline ribbon workflows that are the same in both 

MicroStation CONNECT and OpenRoads Designer. 

      



Where did all of the General tools go? 
The General Task groups from the V8i interface were migrated to two ODOT ribbon workflows in 

MicroStation CONNECT: ODOT Plan Sheet Creation and ODOT Title Sheets. 

The picture below shows a transition map from the V8i General task groups to ODOT ribbon workflows. 

The black, angled arrows show the new location of the V8i task groups on the CONNECT ribbon 

workflow named ODOT Plan Sheet Creation and the tab named “Sheet Tools”. 

 

The black, angled arrows in the picture below show the new location of the V8i task groups on the 

CONNECT ribbon workflow named ODOT Title Sheets and the tabs named “Vicinity Maps” and 

“Titleblocks”. 

 



Bent Leader Macros from the General Arrows Task Group in V8i 
The bent leader macros were not migrated from V8i to CONNECT, in favor of using the on-board tool 

Place Note, in conjunction with an ODOT dimension style. All three of the ODOT dimension styles with 

different unit labels draw the same curved leader and standard arrow head. (Do not use the “ODOT 

Notes - Hidden Leader” dimension style, because you won’t see the leader!) 

The ODOT ribbon workflow 
The ODOT ribbon workflow provides all of the discipline bubble note tools in one place, as well as 

custom ODOT Tools, software add-ins and shortcuts to discipline Ribbon Workflows. 

 

The “Workflow Menu PopUp” in the Workflows group on the ODOT ribbon workflow, allows for a larger 

and more centralized target for selecting any ribbon workflow.  This is a button/tool that different 

disciplines may adopt to place on the ODOT discipline ribbon workflows for easier navigation. 
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